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Welcome to the Winter edition
Welcome to the Winter edition of Genie which is now circulated predominantly in
Digital format. There are a limited number of hard copy versions available in the
reception areas of our various offices.
We take a look at the attack on Landlords of residential property in this edition
where multiple additional taxes are being imposed over a period of time to make
investing in residential property in the UK far less attractive. Whether this will
achieve government policy of freeing up more homes for first time buyers remains
to be seen. For now, it has slowed the property market considerably and probably
by more than was originally intended. This is further evidence of tax policy altering
behaviour. One thing is for sure when highly geared buy to let landlords start
getting enormous tax bills in approximately 3 years time there is bound to be a big
rush for the ‘exit’ door and this may have a serious knock on effect on the value of
property generally.
by Colin Burns

Seasonal greetings to all our readers and we wish you a healthy and happy 2017.

How to enjoy the festive Christmas
party and make it tax efficient!
It has come to the time of year that
everyone is about to go on their work
Christmas bash and, unfortunately for
some, the regrets will come the next day.
If you follow the advice given here
at least a huge tax bill won’t be one of
these regrets.
Christmas party allowance
There is a specific exemption to allow
annual events for staff without them
receiving a taxable benefit. The event
must meet all of the following conditions
1. The employer must have a similar
event annually; this could be a
Summer party or a Christmas party.
2. The event must be open to all
employees (in that location if you have
several branches or departments) to
attend.
3. If the event is less than £150 per
head per year. If it is more than £150
per head, say £160, the whole of the
benefit is taxable on the employee.
When working out the cost of the party,
you have to calculate the cost per head
(including all attendees not just staff),
this means you can let the staff bring
guests. The whole of the cost of the
event must be included, so any overnight
accommodation and taxis etc. will need
to be factored in. Remember the gross
cost of £150 will include any VAT.

Multiple Events
You can have more than one annual
event a year, so you could have
the Summer Party as well as the
Christmas party as long the cost of
both is less than £150 per employee.
So for example, if the cost per
employee of the Christmas party
was £110 and the Summer party
was £35 (total £145) there would be
no taxable benefit.
However, if the cost of the summer
party had been £45 per employee
instead, you have a total cost of
£155. You could use the exemption
for the Christmas party and have
a taxable benefit of £45 per head
for the employees attending the
Summer Party, however there a
couple of ways to deal with this
without upsetting the team.
PSA agreement
One of the ways to ensure that the
employees are not taxed on the
benefit would be for the employer to
pay the Tax and National Insurance
costs via a PAYE Settlement
Arrangement. This can work out
expensive for the employer as the
net costs have to be grossed up for
the tax and NIC that the employee
would otherwise have paid.
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Trivial benefits allowances
From 6 April 2016, the new trivial
benefits regime can come to the
rescue. This allows benefits that
cost less than £50 to be exempt if
certain conditions are met. If the
amount is over £50, the whole
amount becomes a taxable benefit.
So if you have a Christmas party
of £110 and the summer party
mentioned above of £45 you could
use the Trivial benefits allowance to
exempt the summer party.
Employers position
Generally speaking, client
entertaining is not an allowable
expense for the employer. However,
staff entertaining is allowable so
the total cost of the party will be
an allowable expense. Note if
customers and clients are invited
to event, the cost will need to
apportioned accordingly and
records will need to be kept.
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Congratulations to Gareth Southgate!
We are absolutely thrilled to
congratulate Gareth Southgate on
his recent appointment as England
manager. As a longstanding client
of the firm, many of us have avidly
followed Gareth’s career from his
early days at Crystal Palace through
to club management – and take great
pleasure in seeing him step into the
ultimate team manager role.
Commenting on his appointment,
Gareth says “Managing the national
team is a role that I take great pride

in. There will certainly be challenges
ahead but I’m determined to deliver
success for the team and our
country.”
On the support received from the
firm, Gareth comments “The team at
Gerald Edelman have always provided
sensible and pragmatic advice. Bernie
Hoffman in particular has worked with
me for over 21 years and has become
an invaluable trusted adviser and
friend – and his enthusiasm for

the game always makes for fantastic
conversation!”
Many of us at GE believe that we are
qualified to advise Gareth on match
winning tactics as well as on his
financial affairs. Gareth, you know
where to find us during the World Cup
qualifiers!
Well done on this tremendous
achievement. We wish you every
success… and we’ll be watching!

Ultra Low
Emission

Company Cars
HMRC have published a response to their consultation
earlier this year on ‘Company car tax for ultra-low
emission cars (ULEV)’.

by Colin Burns

The original consultation was published in August 2016
and the government were keen to develop a system to
differentiate between the various ULEVs, i.e. to continue
to be based solely on CO2 emissions, or also to be based
on the number of ‘zero emission miles’ capable. The
increasing number of hybrid vehicles on the market has
created the need for this. In their response, HMRC have
confirmed that from 2020/21 there will be:
• A new zero-emission band.
• Five new bands based on zero-emission
miles for ULEVs below 50g CO2 per km.
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• Five bands for ULEVs between 51 and 75 CO2 per km.

• Four bands for ULEVs between 76 and
94 CO2 per km.
Draft legislation was published on 5 December 2016 for
inclusion in Finance Bill 2017.
At present a zero-emission car attracts a benefit in kind
assessable to income tax based on the manufacturers list
price (including the cost of a battery) as follows:

2016/17 – 7%
2017/18 – 9%
2018/19 - 13%
2019/20 - 16%
Companies can currently write off the full cost of a brand
new car in the year of purchase if it has 75g/km or less
CO2 emissions.

Immigration Law Update
High Net Worth Individuals
investing in the United Kingdom
Many wealthy individuals want to
come and live in the UK for personal or
business reasons. Inward investment
from overseas nationals wanting to
settle in the UK is encouraged. For
those of sufficient means a Tier 1
Entrepreneur or Tier 1 Investor visa is
a helpful route for someone wanting
to settle in the UK long-term. While
there is a financial commitment for
both these options, Tier 1 is potentially
rewarding for those who want to invest
in the future of the UK economy.
So, how do these options compare in
terms of investment and commitment?

Tier 1 Entrepreneur
For some, the Tier 1 Entrepreneur visa
is an attractive option, as the entry
level of investment is only £200,000,
a fraction of the Tier 1 Investor
requirement. To qualify, there are
different ways an applicant can invest.
For example:
- Investing in an already established
UK Business by becoming a
director or self-employed person
and demonstrating a commitment to
grow the business; or
- Developing a business from
scratch, for example, by setting up
a company with Companies House
and becoming a director.
An individual planning to apply
for Tier 1 Entrepreneur will have
to prepare a business plan to
demonstrate their intent to employ at
least 2 people settled in the UK and
to grow the business. In addition,
a good command of English and
demonstrable business acumen is
essential to support a successful
application. For applicants who
have an eye for small business
opportunities and who ultimately
seek UK Citizenship, the favourable

environment for small businesses in
the UK makes Tier 1 Entrepreneur a
popular route.

Tier 1 Investor
For individuals with a minimum £2
million of investable assets and who
prefer not to commit to the day to day
requirements of running a business,
the Tier 1 Investor visa might be a
more favourable route to start the
route to citizenship in the UK. Under
this visa, the requirements are to
invest in UK Gilts or Equities (typically
those traded on the UK Stock Market)
and the applicant must be prepared to
commit their investment for a minimum
period, dependent on the level of
investment:
- £2 million requires a
five-year commitment
- £5 million requires a
three-year commitment
- £10 million requires a
two-year commitment
Tier 1 Investor visa requires a passive
investment on the secondary market,
rather than active involvement in an
invested business, and as such, does
not require demonstrable business
acumen or good command
of English.

Flexibility
Both Tier 1 Entrepreneur and Investor
visas allow the applicant to apply for
Indefinite Leave to Remain, if they
do not spend more than 180 days
outside of the UK each year during
the qualifying period of 5 years. An
additional benefit of the Investor route,
is that for married couples with jointly
held assets, there is the opportunity to
choose which partner applies for the
visa and ultimate citizenship, leaving
the other to travel freely if required

for domestic personal or business
reasons.
It is also important to note that the
applicants looking to invest through
the Entrepreneur route should be
mindful of future business needs as
well as those at outset (for example,
future capital injection might be
needed and they must employ
people). For those applying through
the Investor route, they must be
prepared to commit the funds and any
capital gains made on the investments
although they are permitted to divest
and reinvest in order to optimise and
target better returns for their portfolio.

Summary
If the financial hurdle can be achieved,
then the Tier 1 Investor route is
generally less onerous and can
provide more flexibility to the individual,
as long as they are prepared to
commit their funds for up to five years.
For lower level investors, the Tier 1
Entrepreneur option requires a much
lower upfront investment but a higher
level of paperwork, commitment and
demonstrable skills in order to make a
successful application.

...Tier 1 is
potentially
rewarding for
those who want
to invest in the
future of the UK
economy.

For individuals who ultimately wish
to settle in the UK and secure British
citizenship and who have the desire
and flexibility to invest funds in the UK,
subject to the legal requirements being
met, a Tier 1 Entrepreneur or Investor
visa can be an attractive option.
If you want to find out more,
explore options for Tier 1 route
to citizenship or are considering
making an application as an
overseas investor, then contact
Rimmy Bedi-Whaley, Immigration
Lawyer at Bedi Law Partnership
on: 07825 222300 / enquiries@
bedilawpartnership.co.uk
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UK corporate governance: Adding real
value as a Non-Executive Director (NED)
As someone who has a number of
non-executive directorships, I find it
essential to maintain a keen interest
on the current thinking regarding the
responsibilities. I picked up some
useful information recently and would
like to share some of the comments
with you.

“It helps us meet
more people and
gives us a chance
to see the nuts
and bolts of the
business.”

by Richard
Kleiner
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“Boards can sometimes fall back
into thinking that all they’ve got to
do is governance and then they’ve
done their job, but that’s a trap,” says
Andy Brent, Senior Independent
Non-executive Director at Connect
Group in a recent article issued by
Criticaleye. He added, “It’s important
they are engaged in the long-term
strategic direction of the business.”
Balancing short-term imperatives
with long-term goals is one of the
most challenging issues a board
will contend with. On top of this, the
time spent on corporate governance
and reporting issues was seen as a
potential barrier to adding value, with
over half saying that it diminished
the value a NED could add to the
business.
This point is echoed by Charlie
Wagstaff, Managing Director at
Criticaleye, who said that NEDs have
to apportion their time carefully in
order to add maximum value: “Nonexecutive directors must be the
champions of their executives, but
they must do so in an increasingly
complex and competitive environment
– whether that’s getting the right

balance between supervision and
strategic input, or ensuring teams
have a diverse set of views and
experiences.”
Closing the gap
The interplay between the executives
and NEDs must be open and
transparent. You cannot get sucked
into an ‘us and them’ mindset.
Pauline Egan, Non-executive Director
at AIB Group (UK), says: “[The
relationship] varies from company to
company. It is indicative of the culture
and whether or not the executives
see the NEDs as a sounding board,
a source of alternative perspective
and independent challenge, or just
a regulatory nuisance that must be
complied with.”
Chairman and NEDs have to make
the effort to be visible. Andy Brent
comments: “Make sure you put the
time in to go and visit your business
regularly outside the cycle of board
meetings, both to ensure that you
know the people and so they know
you understand what they’re doing.”
He goes on to say that there has been
a conscious effort at Connect to make
sure this is happening. “We rotate our
board meetings around the different
company locations; wherever we
go we’ll have a pre-board breakfast
session with the local management
team,” he continues. “It helps us meet
more people and gives us a chance
to see the nuts and bolts of the
business.”

Ultimately, this interaction helps the
NEDs and executives understand
their respective challenges and how
to work together. “It’s very important
NEDs get that alignment,” he adds.
Don’t get overloaded
The information that boards are
expected to understand and provide
oversight on continues to expand,
particularly in regards to risk. For
some NEDs, it can be difficult to see
the wood for the trees.
Phil Smith, Chairman for UK & Ireland
at Cisco, comments: “You need
a good company secretary and
chairman to make sure you’re giving
issues the right focus, and to ensure
you’re not getting bogged down in
unnecessary details and losing the
purpose of the board.
“For example, if the board receives
reports with hundreds of KPIs to look
at, you can focus on one or two but
ultimately the important issues are
drowned by the less important. The
company secretary has to be vigilant
on the information coming to the
board.”
Quite simply, “the board does not
have the time or even the proper
context in many cases to review a
dozen 80-page papers”, Phil Smith
comments.
This has put additional pressure on
audit committees in particular and an
increasing number of sub-committees
are being created to deal with specific
challenges.

Tim Eggar, Criticaleye Board Mentor
and Chairman at Cape, says: “Much
of the governance can be done
outside the main board, especially a
lot of the process work. It’s then up to
the chair of each committee and the
chairman to ensure it’s not swamping
the agenda for the main board
meetings.
“The committee chairs should also
ensure that routine governance
process isn’t dominating.”
A good chairman will understand how
to set the right rhythm for discussion
in the boardroom, so that governance
and compliance are executed
to a high-standard, while proper
consideration is given to the business
and its resilience over the medium to
long term.

Andy Brent recommends regular
strategy reviews, whereby the board
comes together and looks ahead
to think seriously about where the
business is going, and whether it
possesses the leadership capability to
get there.
“Don’t run it as a session where the
executives come with the plans and
the non-executives sign it off, but
rather a working session where the
teams come together, challenge each
other and maybe even go through
one or two iterations of what the
strategy should be,” Andy adds.

to reach their business goals. If
you would like to discuss how your
business could benefit from my NED
and/or financial advisory service
please get in touch at
rkleiner@geraldedelman.com.
To find out more about Gerald
Edelman please see our website.
The information above does not in
any way constitute advice. Specialist
expertise and support is highly
recommended for any strategic
management initiatives you wish to
develop for your business.

As an experienced non-executive
director and strategic business and
financial adviser for SMEs, I provide
professional and visionary expertise
to support and inspire my clients

PFP fee
protection
Anyone who submits a
tax return is now at risk
of a tax investigation.

HMRC can investigate anyone at random which means
even an innocent tax payer can be subject to a tax
Investigation. Every day we are hearing more news
regarding the Taxman and HMRC intruding into all of our
lives. They are becoming more aggressive in the manner
in which they carry out checks on both businesses and
individuals. They also have more personal information on
you and your business than ever before. If you are dealt
with by the High Net Wealth department of HMRC they
will subject your Tax Return to a ‘risk review’ to ensure
they fully understand all the entries thereon. This can often
lead to enquiries that do not get raised by the main SelfAssessment section side of HMRC. We also know from
meetings with senior officers at HMRC that if your Return
includes a claim for Entrepreneurs Relief to reduce Capital
Gains Tax the claim will be examined in all cases which
whilst you may never be aware this happened it certainly
did in the background. The capacity for enquiries to arise
ifs therefore greater.

We are here to
help but we feel
it is essential
you are aware
and know your
rights in the
event that the
taxman comes
calling.

It is a fact that over the last year the amount of tax
investigations has doubled in the UK to over 237,000.
Last year HMRC collected nearly £24 billion in additional
revenue from tax Investigations.
At Gerald Edelman we feel it is very important that you are
aware of the very changing environment and the different
types of enquiry that can happen. We are here to help
but we feel it is essential you are aware and know your
rights in the event that the taxman comes calling. For that
reason all clients of the practice are eligible to join our Fee
Protection Insurance Scheme and if you have not been
contacted directly do let your contact partners know and
details of the Policy will be provided with pleasure.
Until an individual or business is subject to an enquiry
from the Taxman it is probably not fully appreciated how
detailed and intrusive an enquiry can be.
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TAX
ATTACK
on landlords
There have been a number of
changes to the tax rules that apply to
residential property recently...

The restriction will be phased in over
4 fiscal years, commencing from 6th
April 2017.

There are 5 areas where individual
landlords in particular have been very
badly hit fiscally...

Changes affecting
landlords relief for finance
costs related to residential
property businesses

1) Landlords pay 3% more stamp duty
land tax when they now acquire
buy to let rental property.
There are
5 areas where
individual
landlords in
particular have
been very badly
hit fiscally...

2) From 6th April 2017 individuals start
to lose higher rate tax relief on their
buy to let mortgage interest.
Wealthier individual landlords currently
receive income tax relief at 40% and
45% for their rental finance costs.
The government will restrict income
tax relief on buy to let interest, so that
landlords of residential property can
only get basic rate income tax relief
on their interest.

by Jenny
Debbage

Who is affected?
Residential property landlords
• Who incur interest on borrowings
relating to their residential
property business
• Only individuals and partners,
not companies
Not affected are:
• Furnished holiday lets
• Commercial property lets

What’s changing?
Interest on borrowings:
• Treated as a tax reducer
• Reduced tax relief at the basic rate
• Rather than, as now, a deduction
from profits
• Change introduced 2017/18. Three
year transition period until fully
implemented 2020/21.
Borrowings include
• Loans to buy/improve/renovate
property
• Loans to buy other assets e.g. cars,
used in the property business
Transition percentages
The tax reduction is restricted to tax
at the basic rate on the lesser of the
interest paid; and the taxable profits
of the rental business.

Example
Take a highly geared landlord with

• Interest expense £50,000

• Gross rents of £100,000

• Other income of £11,000

• Expenses other than interest £30,000
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2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

Income

£100,000

100,000

£100,000

£100,000

£100,000

Expenses

(£30,000)

(£30,000)

(£30,000)

(£30,000)

(£30,000)

Interest expense

(£50,000)

(£37,500)

(£25,000)

(£12,500)

–

Rental Profit

£20,000

£32,500

£45,000

£57,500

£70,000

Other income

£11,000

£11,000

£11,000

£11,000

£11,000

Total income

£31,000

£43,500

£56,000

£68,500

£81,000

Less PA

(£11,000)

(£11,500)

(£11,500)

(£11,500)

(£11,500)

Taxable income

£20,000

£32,000

£44,500

£57,000

£69 500

Tax

£4,000

£6,400

£11,100

£16,100

£21,100

Less tax reducer

–

(£2,500)

(£5,000)

(£7,500)

(£10,000)

Tax to pay

£4,000

£3,900

£6,100

£8,600

£11,100

Example
Tax deduction

Tax reducer

2016/17

100%

0%

2017/18

75%

25%

2018/19

50%

50%

2019/20

25%

75%

2020/21

0%

100%

• Landlord has gone from being a basic rate
taxpayer to being a higher rate taxpayer.
• A High Income Child Benefit Charge (HICBC) may be due
As the years progress, much more
higher rate income tax will be payable
by landlords. Possible consequences
of this change...

• fridges and freezers,

a) He could lose his
personal allowance

• linen,

b) A high income child benefit charge
might be due
c) Other tax hits and restrictions could
affect him, including the tapering of
pension tax relief
One other hidden nasty....
The same procedure applies to basic
rate taxpayer landlords!
This is so unfair for them!
Wear and tear allowance
The wear and tear allowance of 10%
of net rents in furnished property
is abolished from 6 April 2016 for
individuals — from 1 April 2016
for companies
Introduction of a deduction for actual
expenditure on replacing furnishings
• Irrespective of whether property
‘furnished’, ‘part furnished’ or
‘unfurnished’.
• Does not apply to furnished holiday
lets or commercial property — in
these cases capital allowances
are available.
Furnishings include:
• movable furniture or furnishings,
such as beds or suites,
• televisions,

• carpets and floor-coverings,
• curtains,

• crockery or cutlery,
• beds and other furniture
4) When individual landlords sell their
rental property,
they pay 28% CGT on the buy to let
property capital gain.

No income tax is payable if the
gross rents for the fiscal year, before
deducting expenses, do not exceed
£4,250 (the previous figure).
`Rent a room’ relief had its first
increase in 18 years from £4,250 per
annum to £7,500 from 6th April 2016.
NOT, included because replacement
already treated as repair:
• baths,
• washbasins,

5) From 6th April 2019, individual
landlords will have to pay their CGT
on rental property capital gains within
30 days from completion!

• toilets,

HMRC Landlords Investigations
HMRC are frequently asking letting
agents to make a return of rents that
they have received on behalf of their
landlord clients.

Anything else to bear in
mind with this?

A notice has to be completed under
Paragraph 1, Schedule 23 to the
Finance Act 2011.
A tough, complex, time
consuming task!
Rent a room relief
The ‘rent a room’ relief, for income
tax, is available for owner occupiers
who let furnished bedrooms in their
only or main residence.
It is essential that the owner occupies
the property as his main residence
at the same time as the tenant for at
least part of the letting period for each
fiscal year.

• boilers,
• fitted kitchen units

Wealthier
individual
landlords currently
receive income
tax relief at 40%
and 45% for their
rental finance
costs.

• Initial cost of kitting out property
may not count as a repair and so
qualify for a deduction (Odeon
Cinemas and Law Shipping tax
cases)
• If there is an improvement in the
item the cost of the improvement
is disallowed, for example washing
machine replaced with washer
dryer.
• You would have to look at the cost
of replacing the washing machine,
deduct from total cost and
disallow the difference.
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The
Pitfalls of
Kickstarter

by Sarah Burns

For many the idea of raising finance
brings to mind a trip to see the bank
manager; and for small businesses
this is often the first hurdle they
will face. In recent times, there has
been a rise in the amount of people
that have turned to crowdfunding.
The definition of crowdfunding is
effectively the practice of funding a
project or venture by raising monetary
contributions from a large number
of people. There are numerous
websites that offer this service and
arguably the largest of such sites is
Kickstarter. With Kickstarter, every
project creator sets their project’s
funding goal and deadline. If people
like the project, they can pledge
money to make it happen. Why might
you pledge your money to a project?
Naturally you are inspired in some
way, or perhaps you admire what that
person seeks to achieve but there
is an incentive in that you receive
a reward, and, as you may expect,
the bigger the pledge the bigger the
reward.
Thousands of businesses and
individuals have succeeded in
attracting funding through these
sites, but often with little thought to
the ramifications. Whilst Kickstarter
mention taxes on their website, it
does not provide definitive information
on reporting crowdfunding income

and paying taxes, especially so in the
UK. Furthermore, there is no guidance
on the HMRC website with regards to
receiving funds via crowdfunding.
Creators and indeed backers, may be
of the opinion that the funds raised
are to be treated as a non-taxable gift
and therefore not income; however,
this could not be further from the
truth. To look at it simply, the rewards
are essentially goods and these are
being sold in return for finance. Whilst
the rewards may be at a discount to
their usual price, the money received
must be recorded as a sale and
income tax or corporation tax will
need to be charged. The income
should be charged to tax in the year
of receipt.
The other big issue that may need to
be addressed is VAT. VAT is charged
on the sale of goods or services for
both individuals and businesses. The
current VAT registration threshold
is £83,000 with effect from 1 April
2016. If the funds are raised by an
unregistered individual or business,
they will need to be careful that the
pledges do not push them over the
threshold. In addition, if the individual
or business is already VAT registered,
then the funds will be treated as VAT
inclusive and form an entry as a sale
on the VAT Return. Of course any VAT

expenses related to the project can
be offset against the income. This
will include expenses for providing
the rewards and any VAT incurred in
respect of them may be recovered
against VAT payable.
There are of course other methods
of crowdfunding which I will not go
into in detail, but for example there
is CrowdCube. This is an investment
platform which enables anyone to
invest alongside professionals in
startups, early and growth stage
businesses, and rather than receiving
a reward, you own a share in the
business. There is of course no
guarantee the business will succeed
but the aim is to one day earn a return
on your investment. In addition many
of the businesses on CrowdCube
qualify under the EIS and the SEIS
meaning income tax relief is obtained
on the investment, and if the business
is a success, the eventual gain on the
sale of the shares will be exempt from
Capital Gains Tax.
If you are considering raising finance
by crowdfunding, whether it be for
your business or even a hobby, be
sure to consider the potential tax
consequences.

Stamp duty land tax repayments
now claimable online
Background

by Colin Burns
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Since April 2016 a 3% additional Stamp Duty Land Tax
(SDLT) supplement applies to the purchase of a second
(or more) residential property or an interest therein costing
more than £40,000. Where there is a delay in selling a
former main residence such that two properties become
owned on the same day the 3% extra duty has to be paid
over to HMRC.
HMRC have made claiming repayments for (SDLT)
possible online.

Repayments apply to the extra 3% supplement for
additional properties, where the sale was of what was
previously a main home.
Applicants who are the main buyer of property that
attracted the higher SDLT rates, or are their agent, can
apply for a repayment of the higher rates. The former
main residence must have been sold within three years of
paying the higher SDLT rates to qualify for a refund.
More details are available at
www.tinyurl.com/junknwg

Deposit protection
limits to rise next year
It looks likely that the deposit protection limit
will rise at the end of January.
At the start of 2016, the maximum amount of a bank or
building society deposit covered by the Financial Services
Compensation Scheme (FSCS) was cut from £85,000
to £75,000. The reduction was a consequence of the
review rules in the European Deposit Guarantee Schemes
Directive (EDGSD). That Directive placed a minimum level
of €100,000 (or the local currency equivalent) on deposit
protection and requires non-Eurozone member states like
the UK to reassess their cover level every five years in the
light of prevailing exchange rates.
When the last review took place in summer 2015, the
pound was trading around €1.40, so the Prudential
Regulation Authority (PRA) had little choice but to lower
the ceiling, although it did introduce transitional measures
deferring the main impact until the end of the year.
In winter 2016, following the Brexit vote, the pound has
fallen about a sixth and is trading at around €1.17.
Although the next EDGSD review is not due until mid2020, the PRA has taken advantage of a clause in the
Directive to re-review the protection level. The Directive

The

says that non-euro limits are to be adjusted “following
unforeseen events such as currency fluctuations”.
The PRA has issued a consultation on plans to return the
deposit protection ceiling to £85,000 from 30 January
2017. In practice the process is something of a formality –
administrative details may change slightly, but the number
and timing are very unlikely to alter.
The revision will make it marginally easier to protect large
deposits. For example, to be fully covered at present,
£165,000 needs to be spread across three separate
deposit takers, whereas the new limit will cut the number
required to two. However, if you are holding high levels of
cash, now could be a good time to review with us whether
you need to keep so much money on deposit. After all, the
best instant access accounts now offer just 1% and many
are paying less.
The value of your investment can go down as well as up
and you may not get back the full amount you invested.

card has
been dealt

What are the investment consequences of
the surprise US election result?

An increase in short term rates from the Federal Reserve
at its mid-December meeting now looks very likely.

The arrival of Donald Trump marks a change of direction
for the US government from the near status quo that
Hillary Clinton was offering. Quite what the new direction is
remains unclear.

For investors, there are big question marks about what
Trump will do on trade and regulation. Nobody knows how
much of the campaign rhetoric will be translated into reality
once President Trump enters the White House in midJanuary – the famous wall has already acquired sections
of pure fence in post-election interviews.

On the one hand, the president-elect has said he will cut
taxes for both individuals and companies. US corporation
tax could fall from 35% to 15%, with a special 10% rate to
encourage the likes of Apple and Microsoft to repatriate
profits currently stockpiled overseas. Mr Trump has also
spoken about boosting investment in infrastructure, by way
of tax credits rather than direct government investment.
The consensus is that both measures would be good for
growth, which helps explain why the US stock markets
rallied after the election result.
On the other hand, the cuts to tax and infrastructure
boost appear to be relying upon increased government
borrowing for finance rather than reductions in other
government expenditure. That has already pushed up
yields on US government bonds sharply, helped by an
expectation of growth-induced higher inflation.

by
Rob Jones

In such difficult circumstances, there is a case to be
made for choosing actively managed funds rather than
their index-tracking counterparts, whether focused on
the US or elsewhere. Skilled managers can react as
evidence emerges of the new US environment, whereas
adjustments to index funds are only made when the index
constituents themselves change.

by
Graham Thomas
Genesis Wealth

The value of your investment can go down as well as up
and you may not get back the full amount you invested.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future
performance. Investing in shares should be regarded as
a long-term investment and should fit in with your overall
attitude to risk and financial circumstances.
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Our view on the
healthcare sector
Barclays has over 325 years of history and expertise in banking and
was the first bank to have a dedicated Healthcare Team to support the
sector. Our aim is to give people in care a better experience by supporting
those operators that look to deliver quality care and by providing in-depth
support to healthcare clients and the sector as a whole.

It’s interesting to
note that around
65% of GP practices
are said to be unfit
for the future.

Our Relationship Directors have
supported a range of healthcare
businesses, from SMEs and not-forprofits through to PLCs and private
companies. We are currently Laing
Buisson’s Commercial Bank of the
Year and Health Investor’s Bank/
Lender of the Year (an award that we
have won six times in the last eight
years).
As part of our coverage of the
healthcare sector, we support high
street healthcare firms (including
GPs, dentists, pharmacists and
day nurseries), the NHS, assetbacked healthcare (including longterm specialist and elderly care,
and private hospitals), life sciences
(including med-tech, bio-tech and
pharmaceuticals companies) and
healthcare services.
Delivering quality in healthcare
Private hospitals and care homes
have frequently been in the news of
late; most recently in the Competition
and Markets Authority’s (CMA)
final report on private healthcare .
However, contrary to some of the
headlines, we see many examples of
best practice, where operators make
a real difference to the people they
look after rather than crudely pursuing
profits. In our experience, the most
successful operators are those that
put the delivery of quality care above
financial gain. True, personal, centred
care where the organisation has the
individual at the heart of all they do
makes a big difference.
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Secondly, having a strong
management team is essential
to being a successful healthcare
operator. This applies not only to the

owners of the business, but also to
the care home managers themselves.
They need to be energised, dedicated
and caring, whilst also recognising
that they work in a highly regulated
sector and therefore need to
understand and implement robust
procedures and policies to ensure the
successful running of the business.
Additionally, the management team
needs to be the motivator of others.
They should encourage care workers,
who are often paid not much more
than the minimum wage, and ensure
that their contributions are valued and
recognised.
The third important factor is location –
care homes often struggle if they are
in the wrong place. Demographics are
clearly important, and having a home
located in an affluent area where there
are likely to be a large number of selffinanced residents will be significant.
However, ensuring that the home is
located near to good transport links
is also vital, both for staff and for
residents’ families.
If operators provide quality care,
install a strong management team
and ensure a convenient location,
the money tends to look after itself.
That’s not to say that returns should
be ignored completely; balance is
central to the successful running of
the business.
Growth in sub-sectors.
There are a number of other
healthcare sub-sectors where
we’ve seen growth over the last few
years. High street healthcare has
grown strongly. Services delivered
on the high street have become
more important as other, centralised

services have become more strained.
An increasingly stretched NHS
now faces the growing challenges
of increasing demand, an ageing
population and complex comorbidities. One way that the sector
will cope is by delivering more and
more care in the community, via GPs,
pharmacists and dentists, amongst
others. Additionally, greater adoption
of digital technology will mean that
NHS hospitals can focus on those
that need more intensive, immediate
care.
It’s interesting to note that around
65% of GP practices are said to be
unfit for the future. Over the last few
years, we have seen a consolidation
of practices into ‘super-surgeries’.
With Clinical Commissioning Groups
(CCGs) restricted in the amounts they
can spend, we’ve seen a slow-down
in applications for new developments.
The Primary Care Transformation
Fund may help, but is it enough?
Perhaps the rise of asset owning
companies, such as PHP and Assura,
who own and develop surgeries and
lease them to groups of doctors, will
continue. Our team is happy to lend
to groups of doctors where there is a
rent reimbursement scheme in place,
although the key for any lending
is ensuring that any facility can be
repaid with a good margin of safety.
Dental practices have traded well over
the last few years. Tooth care is not
a luxury – it is an essential purchase.
For this reason, our team treats
practices predominately funded by
the NHS and those that are funded
privately in the same manner. The
difference in funding dental practices

and GP surgeries is that the former
can value goodwill in a practice.
Our team will look to take this into
account in any lending opportunity
because we know that when a
dentist sells their practice, goodwill
has a tangible value.
However, ensuring that any debt
is serviceable with a good margin
is imperative. Even though interest
rates are at historic lows, there is
an expectation that at some point
they will rise, and if operators have
over-extended themselves, this
may cause problems down the
line. It is important to engage with
your banker as early as possible
to establish the art of the possible;

this will make putting together a
lending proposal easier and more
straightforward.
Conclusion
Healthcare is a robust and important
sector. As we all get older and our
ailments become more complex,
healthcare will continue to play a
pivotal role in society and we at
Barclays will look to continue to
support those operators that make
a real difference to the people they
look after.
Whilst we have focused on providing
debt to healthcare operators in this
article, it’s worth highlighting that we
offer a range of healthcare banking
products and services, ranging

from traditional to innovative. Our
team of Digital Eagles have been
into surgeries to help patients use
the practice websites and free up
significant time for the GPs to focus
on patient care.
If you’d like to learn more about
how we can support your
business, contact Paul Birley,
Barclays’ Head of Healthcare,
on + 44 (0)7775 546 435 or Nick
Walsh, Area Business Manager,
on + 44 (0)7766 361 107 or Namit
Sharma, Barclays Business
Manager, on + 44 (0)7775 550 286.
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Reforms to the taxation of nonUK domiciled individuals: draft
legislation and final proposals
GE

Following on from David Convisser’s
article in our last edition of Genie, on
5 December 2016, the Government
published the long-awaited draft
legislation for the reform of the taxation of
non-UK domiciled individuals. The main
measures are, as follows:
• Non-UK domiciled individuals with a
domicile of origin outside the UK will be
deemed to be domiciled in the UK for all
tax purposes - income tax, capital gains
tax (CGT) and inheritance tax (IHT) after they have been UK resident for 15
out of the last 20 tax years;
• Individuals born in the UK with a UK
domicile of origin will be unable to take
advantage of a subsequently acquired
foreign domicile at any time when they
are UK resident;
• Non-UK domiciled individuals will no
longer be able to shelter UK residential
property from IHT by holding it through

by
Andrew Chaplin

When pensions flexibility was
announced in March 2014, it did not
take long for tax planners to realise that
it offered an interesting opportunity
to “pay” the over-55s. The idea was
that, instead of pay which is subject to
national insurance contributions (NICs)
and full income tax, contributions to a
pension could be made from which the
employee immediately drew benefits.
As a result, NICs would disappear and
income tax would be reduced by a
quarter because of the tax-free lump
sum.
Before pension flexibility became reality,
the Treasury acted to limit the scope
for such creative remuneration by
introducing a £10,000 money purchase
annual allowance (MPAA) to apply in
such cases. In the Autumn Statement,
the Chancellor announced another turn
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GE
an overseas company or other overseas
vehicle. This will apply whether the
company or other vehicle is owned
by an individual or by non-UK
resident trustees.
Reading these two articles together
provides excellent background and we will
be pleased to review the position of any
of our non-domiciled clients on a one to
one basis to explain how they and their
families are impacted by these
major changes.

Another
pension annual
allowance cut
The Autumn Statement revealed plans
for another annual allowance cut.
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of the MPAA screw: from 2017/18 it will
be reduced to just £4,000, saving the
government an estimated £70m a year.
The rules for triggering the MPAA
mean that once you become subject
to it, there is no escape. However,
it is possible to extract money from
your pension in a way that does not
bring the MPAA into play. This can be
particularly useful if you are a private
company shareholder planning a
gradual retirement. Please talk to us for
more details.
The value of your investment can go
down as well as up and you may not
get back the full amount you invested.
Past performance is not a reliable
indicator of future performance. The
value of tax reliefs depends on your
individual circumstances. Tax laws
can change. The Financial Conduct
Authority does not regulate tax advice.
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This newsletter is for
guidance only and
professional advice should
be obtained before acting on
any information it contains.
Gerald Edelman accepts no
responsibility for loss suﬀered
by any person as a result of
action taken or not taken as a
result of the contents of
this publication.
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